
SPITZER'S FORMULA: A SHORT PROOF

J. G. WENDEL

1. Introduction. Let {Xn} be a sequence of mutually independent

random variables with the same distribution, and let {Sn} he the

usual sequence of partial sums. In studying problems of first passage,

ruin and the like, it is often useful to consider random variables

7?n = max (0, Si, S2, ■ ■ • , Sn).

Spitzer [l] has obtained a beautiful formula from which one can

(in principle at least) calculate the joint distribution of any pair

(Rn, Sn) knowing the individual distributions of the first n partial

sums; he has in addition given several important applications. His

formula takes the form of a relation between generating functions for

certain characteristic functions; specifically, writing a± for (\a\ +a)/2

and putting<pn(a, /3) = E(exp i(aRn+P(Rn — Sn)), un(a) =£(exp iaS£),

vn(P)=E(exp ipSH), Spitzer finds the relation (cf.  [l, Eqn. (6.5)])

co i-    co      fn —I

(1) Z *.(«, P)ln = exp     £ — («»(«) + vn(p) - 1)   ;
7i=o L 7>=i   n J

note that the distributions of S% are determined by that of S„, so that

by matching coefficients of tn we can read off the desired information.

For P = 0 formula (1) specializes to

co oo        in

(la) 52 4>n(a)tn = exp X) — un(a),
7i=o n=i  n

4>n(a)=4>n(a, 0)=E(exp iaRn) (cf. [l, Eqn. (3.5) ]).1 Spitzer's deriva-

tion is based on a remarkable combinatorial lemma, Theorem 2.2 of

[l]. The purpose of this note is to reverse the procedure: in §2 we

give a direct derivation of (a variant of) (1), and in §3 we sketch the

proof that the combinatorial lemma follows from (la). The essential

tool is the equation

exp log (e - g) = e - g,

suitably interpreted.

2. The generating function. Let f„(p, er) =E (exp i(pR„+o-Sn)) and

4>n(p, a) =E (exp i(pSn+crSn)). In this section we are going to deduce

the formula
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1 The referee points out that formulas analogous to (la) were found by Pollaczek

[3] for the special case when the X's possess a moment generating function.
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(2) E *"f»(p, <0 = exp X — MP, <r).
k=0 n=l     W

That this is equivalent to (1) is seen by making the identifications

p = a+fi, a=—fi so that f„(p, a) =<pn(p+a, —a)=<pn(a, fi), and ob-

serving through an easy calculation that ipn(p, a) =un(p+a)+vn(—a)

-l=un(a)+vn(fi)-l.

In order to prove (2) we consider the two-dimensional process

(Rn, Sn), starting from 2?0 = 50 = 0. The process is clearly Markovian,

since its evolution is determined from the relations2

£>n+l   ~  Sn +  An+1)

Rn+i = max (Rn, 5„ + Xn+X).

Let gn(r, s) denote the joint distribution function of (Rn, 5„). Then

the definitions imply that

(3) gn+i(r, s) =  j gn(r, r As - x)d Pr (X < x)

in which Pr(X<x) denotes the common distribution of the Xn and

rAs = rnin (r, s); we shall also presently write r\/s for max (r, s).

In order to analyze the relation (3) we introduce 9Jc, the Banach

algebra of linear combinations of distribution functions (i.e. the alge-

bra of bounded Borel signed measures) over the plane, with convolu-

tion as multiplication and norm given by total variation. Let e

denote the identity of 3JI, namely unit mass concentrated at the

origin, and let / be the common distribution function of the pairs

(0, Xn). For gEffll we define exp g and log (e—g) by the usual Mac-

laurin series, assuming ||g|| <1 for the latter; clearly exp log (e — g)

= e — g. (The powers appearing in all series are of course repeated

convolutions.) Next define linear operations F and P on 9JJ by Fg =/g

and (Pg)(r, s)=g(r, rAs), gEIHl; P has the effect of projecting all

mass to the left of the diagonal D: s = r horizontally onto D, and leav-

ing mass to the right of D alone. For bounded Borel functions h we

note the relation

(4) J J* h(r, s)d(Pg) (r, s) = ff h(r V s, s)dg(r, s).

2 The Markovian character of (R„, Sn) makes its study easier than that of the

seemingly simpler but definitely non-Markovian process R„; see however Spitzer [2],

especially Eqn. (2.5), where it is remarked that each Rn has the same distribution as

Mn defined recursively by M„+x = (Mn+X„+i)+, a Markov process.
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Both P and F are continuous, in fact have norm one. P is a projection

leaving e fixed; both PM and (I-P)'iffl are closed subalgebras. Con-

sequently for every g we have exp PgEPWl and exp (I — P)g

= e + (I — P)gi for some gu

Now we note that (3) is equivalent to gn+i=PFgn, and hence gn

= (PF)"e, since go = e. Therefore for \t\ <1 we have

(5) 52 t"gn = (I - tPF)~'e.
71 = 0

We claim now that the right side of (5) equals exp{ — P log (e — tf)},

from which it follows that

(6) X>^ = expX — W-
n=o 71=1   n

In order to establish the claim put g = (I — tPF)~le, so that g

— tPFg = e. Then also Pg — tPFg = e and therefore

(7) Pg = g,

(8) P[(e - tf)g] = e.

Conversely, if any g* satisfies (7) and (8) then already g* =g. Now it

is easy to see that this is the case for g* = exp{ — P log (e — tf)}',

(7) is immediate because g*£exp PSJJCPST/J, while (8) is established

by the equations

(e - tf)g* = exp {log (e - tf) - P log (e - if)}

= exp{(I- P) log (e-tf)}

= e+(I- P)gi

for some gi; applying P then yields (8), and hence (6) is established.

It remains to prove (2). To do this take the Fourier-Stieltjes trans-

form, X, of both sides of (6). For the left side we get

s(5>*.) = X>2fe)
= 22 nn(p, a-),

and for the right side, since X is not only continuous and linear but

also multiplicative on 9Jc,

X (exp 52 — P(p)) = exp 52 — ZPif).
\ n / n

Then using (4) we have
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ZP(fn) = f f exp i(pr + cs)d(Pfn)(r, s)

= 11   exp i(p(r V s) + as)dfn(r, s)

= f exp i(P(0 V s) + as)dPr(Sn < s)

=  tn(p, O-)

completing the proof of (2).

3. The combinatorial lemma. In conclusion we sketch a proof that

Spitzer's combinatorial lemma (Theorem 2.2 of [l]) follows from the

formula (la). The effect of this observation, combined with the direct

proof of (1) and hence of (la), is to show that simple Banach-algebraic

formulas yield rather deep-seeming combinatorial facts, under suitable

specialization.

Let x = (xi, x2, ■ ■ ■ , xn) be a fixed w-tuple of real numbers. In

the notation of [l] we wish to show that the two sets of numbers

[5(crx)] and [T(tx)] are identical, even counting multiplicities. (See

[l ] for the definitions of 5 and T.)

In order to deduce this from (la) let px, p2, ■ ■ ■ , pn be an arbitrary

set of "probabilities," i.e. nonnegative real numbers adding up to one.

Let X be a random variable taking values xx, x2, ■ ■ ■ , xn with the

above probabilities, and write down the formula (la) for the sequence

of partial sums of independent copies of X. From both sides of the

resulting expression extract the coefficients of tn; they are equal, and

are easily seen to be polynomials in the pi, homogeneous of degree n.

Because of the homogeneity they must be identically equal, that is,

the conditions on the signs and on the sum of the pi can be disre-

garded. Therefore the coefficients of the product term pxp2 ■ ■ ■ pn on

the two sides of the polynomial equation must be equal. These coeffi-

cients are readily seen to be n! ^^ exp iaS(ax) and n! ^T exp iaT(rx)

respectively. The combinatorial lemma follows at once.
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